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Surprise, surprise! There is another “new” PBM called CapitalRx with a “new” way of pricing drugs claiming 

to be the best option. This “new” way of pricing is nothing more than changing the pricing benchmark from 

AWP (average wholesale price) to National Average Drug Acquisition Cost (NADAC). NADAC is a survey 

that the U.S. Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) sends out to roughly 2,500 retail community 

pharmacies every month and requests respondents to report their per unit invoiced drug costs.  

This trend has progressed past just a gimmick by CapitalRx. Several states are considering or have passed 

legislation mandating that reimbursement rates to pharmacies can be no less than NADAC reported rates 

for the Medicaid line of business. A driving force behind the change is pharmacy lobbyists. We have seen 

this come up in Michigan, West Virginia, and most recently in Arkansas where NADAC is now a minimum 

reimbursement threshold for all PBMs administering plans for healthcare payers, inclusive of self-funded 

employer groups. 

There are several issues with this pricing methodology:

• The NADAC survey does not capture anything regarding rebates or other potential discounts such as 

volume discounts. 

• The reported information is not validated against any source of truth or database. Response rates are 

typically 18%-24%  according to CMS during an average month as it’s voluntary to respond. 

• Unfortunately for this model, large pharmacy chains who have negotiated better pricing terms are going 

to be less willing to report their unit costs, therefore the responses to the NADAC survey are coming 

from smaller chains who have less industry leverage. 

• NADAC pricing is also creating a windfall in terms of reimbursement, mainly to larger chains because on 

average the NADAC rates are based on smaller, less leveraged pharmacy pricing responses. In this 

industry, we all know that volume drives better reimbursement rates.

NADAC pricing does not bring any new clarity to the industry as it just puts a different spin on pharmacy 

pricing. NADAC pricing does not represent net new value to payers. Nobody has gone to the source (drug 

manufacturers) to negotiate some new pricing mechanism. They are just using aggregated, historical unit 

costs from a small amount of retail pharmacies. 
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Instead of using average wholesale price (AWP) or wholesale acquisition cost (WAC) they are just using 

NADAC as their unit drug cost. This isn’t anything better than what is currently in the market, it’s just different. 

It’s a marketing ploy as a new way to be transparent. Their revenue stream is an admin fee, and a high one 

at that, as we have seen upwards of $5.50 per Rx. The dispensing fee to the pharmacy is also incredibly 

highly as our competitive intelligence has shown over $9.00 per Rx. So, they show a very deep drug discount 

per claim but then make up for it all via dispensing fees and admin fees. This is just like a pass-through PBM 

pricing model only more expensive to the client. It’s unknown if clients are even seeing any reduced costs 

with this NADAC pricing structure. Transparency at the cost of higher overall pharmacy expenses for a client 

is not a fair trade in our eyes.

Let’s be real for a second – good pricing is good pricing. Period. The industry is caught up in the mechanics 

of how to arrive at a “good deal” whether that is through Spread, Pass-Through, Acquisition Cost, NADAC, 

etc. There is a lot of money being poured in to the marketing messages around the perceived best approach. 

The bottom line is you need to have a sell against plan discussing why this is not beneficial for clients to 

pursue and also be able to demonstrate and prove how you are delivering a stronger financial offering. Do 

not give them a reason to go-to-market and seek out a better deal. 

As always, if you need help combating these messages or want to dig deeper, please reach out to your 

Market Development Director.
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